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Foreword
JOSEPH NEEDHAM, Sc.D., F.R.S.

Fellow and Presidt'nt of Caius College, Combridge

Today, when Peking (the Cambaluc of mediaeval Cathay) and
Ujjain (the Arim, world's centre, of mediaeval Arabic map-makers) are
hardly more than eight hours' journey from Roman Londinium, the
world has so contracted that greater mutual knowledge and understanding
between the classical cultures of China, India and Europe, is not merely
a pious desideratum but an urgently-felt need. Although they did not
always know it before the labours of historians revealed it, the people
of Britain, throughout the ages, were profoundly influenced by discoveries
and inventions that emanated from the fertile brains and ingenious hands
of the ancestors of the people of China. The foot-stirrup underlay the
coming-in of feudal chivalry and fzudal serfdom, the explosive force of
gunpowder blew feudalism up; the magnetic compass and the stern-
post rudder opened the gates of the Atlantic, printing and civil-service
examinations led to the enlightenment and the maturing of capitalist
society.

The most extraordinary thing about all these influences was perhaps
that they left Chinese society, th.at bureaucratic feudalism, unchanged.
China had sociological built-in feedback controls that kept her develop-
ment slow and steady. Europe, more intrinsically unstable, suffered
violent changes. One of these was that great scientific breakthrough
which accompanied the upsurge of capitalism, the discovery of the basic
methods of discovery itself; and this in due time was destined to
transcend all the categories of the past, leading the whole world to a
universal language, that of mathematics and modern science. Not only
with the atomic age have all former social assumptions been outdated,
but the vision of scientific socialism has arisen, the vision of the world
co-operative commonwealth, alone capable of mastering the stellar forces
which mankind has learned at last to release, and must learn to handle'
This is the solvent which has reduced at last the age'old equilibrium of
Chinese society, so that in our time the Chinese people have gone' ahead,
ahead of us perhaps, into the future of social rationality.

If thcn we are on the threshold of a world which will know no more
of racial distinctions and narrow assumptions of superiority, or un'
justifiable claims to the possession of absolute truth, a world when all
men and women everywhere will be working side by side, no effort of
mutual understanding can be too great. Jttst as the Chinese are learning
of Egyptian archaeology or of the French revolution, so wE must know
all that we can of their painters and poets, their philosophers and
inventors. It is the aim of Anrs nvn Sctr,wcns lN CutNn to help meet
this need.

A Scient:e-Minded Nation

China's traditional scientific and technological heritage goes back.
tb origins more than 2,000 years old: for many centuries, as Dr. Needham
is showing in SclrNcB aNo CrvrusATIoN IN CurNl, the Chinese contribu-
tion to the world was as remarkable in these fields as in the arts. A
slow decline started at about the same time as modern science and
technology was developing in Europe, and was accelerated by the impact
of the West from 1840 onwards. Until the present generation, the
overwhelming majority of Chinese children have grown up in a very
backward technical environment. in which even such a simple machine
as a bicycle was a rarity.

Since 1949. this situati
backward and largely agricul
of the world's population, is
and hard one, to becoming
may well expect, as would befit their numbers, traditional skill, and
industry, to become before the centurv is out the greatest industrial
country in the world.

It is in this context that scientific and technological education in
China today has to be considered. The traditional view of education
as an avenue of escape from grinding physical toil was deep-rooted,
and led even in recent times to 'returned students' from Europe or
America being unable or unwilling to soil their hands with manual
work. Hence the insistence, especially since 1957, on the need for close
linking of theory and practice. teaching and research, mental and manual

materials by_ methods he had Iearned for himself from a school chemistry
textbook. Hundreds of thousands of similar examples could be given.
The results were not always wholly successful, but the educational
value of demonstrating to millions of peasants that they could make
things for themselves, and were not fated always to be backward farmers,
was considerable.

In the regular educational s-ystem, elementarv science lessons start

ln 1962 the total number of graduates was 170,000, of whom 59,000
were in engineering, 20.000 in agriculture and forestry, 17,000 in



medicine, aud 11,000 in the natural sciences. Those contpleting courses
io 1962 brought the total of all college graduatcs in China since 1949
to 900,000, of whom 290,0N were engineers.

This substantial output of trained personnel is part of what the
Canadian economist-diplomat Dana Wilgress has described* as "a
bgautifully phased programme", under which China will by 1980 be
turning out more new scientists and technologists every year than any
other country. This programme is being ccnducted within the frame-
work of a system of higher education completely reorganised ten years
ago, and expanded to form a comprehensive svstem of universities,
polytechnics, and specialised institutes.

As the recent Royal Society delegation obscrved, the rate of ex-
pansion has imposed a heavy burden on teachers, who are particularll'
needed in the middle grades, and this has limited the amount of research
being done in universities. (Most research is done in the specialised
institutes of the Academy of Sciences, together with the Academies of
Medical Sciences and of Agriculture). But Chinesc scientists are fully
conscious of the necessity to maintain and improve existing teaching
standards. The "productive labour" in which all students take part is
so organised as not to take time which should be devoted to the student's
acquisition of fundamental knowledge in his field and his training in
fundamental techniques and research methods. And, in the institutions
of higher learning, "teaching research groups" are often formed by
organising teachers of each particular subject or those of related subjects.
under the direction of a professor, to improve teaching work. The
collectivc efforts of members of these groups have been instrumental, for
instance, in helping to compile and improve prosrammes and syllabuses
for many subjects.

Five-year courses are the rule in most subjects, with some of four
and some of six years. Selection of students is bv competitive examina-
tion on a national basis, and standards are exacting. At the end of
their courses those who wish to do advanced study or research are
subject to equally rigorous tests: in the autumn of 1962 some 800 were
selected from 4,000 graduates. school teachers, technicians, and research
assistants who applied.

In the whole country more than 100 million children and adulLs
are engaged in full-time study (with 3 million full-time teachers) and
many millions part-time (with 750,000 part-time teachers). Secondary
education includes vocational and trade schools. and in the countryside
tho agricultural middle schools, whose students work in the busy months
and study during the slack season on the farms. Enrolment in these
schools is probably not included in the official figure of 9 mfllion for
secondary education. The spare-time school, at all levels from primary
to college, has an important role in raising the general standard of
scientific and technical knowledge and enabling able but under-educated
people to improve their skills, sometimes to the extent of becoming
outstanding workers in their fields. Peasants, technicians, and industrial

*"China's Forward Leap in Science", Discoverv, November, 1960



Tu Fu - Sage among Poets

1962 was the 1,250th anniversary of the birth of Tu Fu, China's
greatest realist poet. He was born in Kunghsien in the .provinco of
Flonao. Much 

-of Tu Fu's boyhood was spent in the provincial centre

of Loyang. At fifteen he was already well known for his writings.

the people's sufferings."

world.
6

Nine Poem,s of Tu Fu, translated by Andrew Boytl

CROSS/NG THE FRONTIER:

It is sad, sd to leave my home and go
Far, so lu away to the Chiao iver.
The Government has set a limit ol tirue,
And il I flee I am caught in a net ol troubles.
Rich in lands is your Majesty's realm already;
How many more would you invade and seize?
I must renounce the love of father and mother
And hold my tongue and corry a lance and mqrch.

The day that I lelt my home is long past:
I am used to the hard marches and the bullying.
A mqn must be ready to die at any time,
But how can the love ol flesh arul blood be stifled?
The bidle slips from the head of my galloping horse,
The silken reiw are all that is ldt in my hand.
Lofty mountains pass me by like a flash,
As I bend low to try and pick up a flqg.

As I was grinding my sword in the. sobbing water,
I cut my hand, and the water was tinged with red.
Let that heart-breaking sound be not so lottd,
For my thoughts have long been confused.
We are men who hqye su,orn an oath to our country;
Are we to change our minds and have regrets?
lYe can hope to have our nqmes in the Hall of Rementbronce,
But our bones on the battlefield will soon be rolting.

When I was sent on a march, there was a guard:
Far at the frontier post, there is my body.
Living or dying, I must keep going forward
And give the officer no cause lor anger.
On the road I met with a man I recognised;
I gave him a letter to lake to my people at home.
Alas, alas! that we are forever apart
And never again to bear our hardships together!

A long, long way, a thousand miles and more,
They brought us here to join the Three Armies.
Your luck in the army may be good or bad,
Even the Commanding Officer cannot krnw everylhing.
Across the river we see some Tartar horseme.n-
Suddenly we can count a hundred squadrons!
We are waiting now to be made into slaves;
llhen are we going lo receive our decorations?



Editorial Note: Andrew 8o5'6. *n,, died in March. 1962, was a
devoted student of Chineso culture. He translated a selection of Mao
Tse-tung's poenrs, published in 1958 in Peking. and was the author of a

book on Chinese architecture which will be reviewed in our next issue.

Ll/hett ytttt cloctt^c o lxtw,.v()tr tnu.t! cloost u,\'trong otrc,
When yt.ttr pick utt drr()w, 1ti<:l; ottc lltal's lotry,
When you're sltootirtg u tnen, shoot ot ltis horse first,
When you're capturirtg banrlits, tirst capture their leader-
There must be a limit even to the killing of men;
Each country should keep lo its own borders.
Il only all irvasiotlc could be stopped,
Would there not bc fewer deatlts arul v,ottnding?

Whip up your lrursc, stroyt, lms lrcgun t<t fal!,
The marching ormy ltus reucltccl tlte rnttrtntaitr lrcights.
On a perilous path we hug the c<tld rur:ks.
lle stub our toes on tlrc splintercrt icc.
The moonlight of China is lor bcltirrtl rrs tttttt':
Ll/hen sltall yc rclurn lront httildirrg tlra Wull'.)
The floating sunset clotds urL: lruvclliti,q xtttllt:
We can look at tltent, but \'( c(.utn()l c'litttlt ttport lhctn.

Tlrc Khan udvcutcul u;4rtittst ()ur rutttpttt'ls
In thirtv ttrilcs of wind ond llusl utld do'k;
l(e struck fit,c bktw"^ willt ttrt fiercc sv'ords.
And all thc cncttty lttrcle.; w,crc put to flight;
Their fontous prirtcc nrrulc prisottcr arul senl,
Bound by tltc thxtuf, ltack to tltc Genarol',\ Rolc.
Quietly we close tlrc rcu*s ond tnarclt ort:
One victory is ttot worllt tttentionittg.

I joined the arnty ten ycors ago and rttorc;
Can it be that I've not lrud tlrc sntallcst succe,ss?

The common soldier has nollting to slunv for his service ;
Some boast and lie but I will not cotnPetc with thent.
Now even in the lrcart ol tlrc lutrrtelond tlrcre is fighting,
While the wars go on w'itlt tlrc tribes of thc nortlt and west.
A man can expect to bc setl to unv Irontier;
If I refuse to go will I rertrttirt rrnsatisficd?

A Musician's Journal
FREDERICK PAGE

Canton

. . On th-e journey to Canton, the train radio has a noisy jollity. I
had feared the radio racker.. the big brother stufr, the uaitih? voice,
but was never to experience it in ch-ina, except in a mild form"accom-
panying physical jerks on stations at 6 a.m.t^and this train radio was
sprcrer than the radio on Newman's buses.

J. and I are whisked off from the Love the Masses Hoter some-
where, we know not where, to a concert, bang at r0 a.m. on 

-our 
firstmorning. we find ourselves at the Conservatoiium ,ra ,ri e"tertaineo.

ying western style; this astonishes
y play without music and the sound. They play a Holiday Overturc,
orchesira, a movement irom Bizet;j

onlv the string -rone souncrs a rittre 
""fliil '\ir"" T"o#yr"""ji}iltl',flr".:f;

not a matter of Iocally made
There follows a small en phy

national instruments, th.e pi.'pa (a lute ah,.),
the ch'in (a dulcimer) with record play
folk melodies. are obviously an exp itrai
they have travelled to Moscow to take part in foik-music festivals. The
sound is enchanting. nrelodies come
light sonorities and textures as the
(I had better not tell them this).
plays a solo on the erh-hu, a hauntin
'The bird returns to th€ forest at ni
as Rameau's 'L'appel des oiseaux'
.. IhuJ night we go thr-ough sirenr streets, dark but for littre shopslit with lanps, through_soft spicv southern air to the opera.- rn" oriy
motor'car is ours. A vietn-amese company is on its wiy homC and iiplaying a fairy-tale opera about
goodness, are rewardcd with a m
and dancing: the music is soft
forced or assertive. Colours possess
hand on her wrist and the eftect is nragical. I am teased with the notion
of Moza-rt in Peking. These first imfressions were never to be brushed
u.*uy. - Peking classica_l 

-opera mav be difficult but my remaining impres.
sion of the first nrusic T heard in china is of its ryriciim. its una-ggreisive
sound.

Peking
On the eve of Liberatio

Congress Hall: three orchest
style, a military band. The
waltzes ravishingly. The day itse
balloons go up, pcace doves fly,

9



everything in.

Where Three Cross-Roads Meet, the fight in the dark, and recall how
very good the Company was that came to New Zealand in 1956. I find
I prefer the legendary tales, The llhite Snake, and in Shanghai, l'lre
Three Looks. Applause breaks out for an actor's delivery, as it once
broke out for a shake and a turn bv Farinelli. This is a reserved art
form and seems to have been kept ihus for centuries.

The Conservatorium is impressive: it is housed in a lovely old
house and courtyard, and several utility buildings are going up. One
wishes the Chinese would build better. There is the ceremony usual
at all meetings with the Chinese. at commune, factory or conserva-
torium: cigarettes are offered, tea is drunk, we get the before Liberation
story, the after Liberation record, then follows a tour and a request for
'criticism of our shortcomings'. Dutifull_v one jots down that the course
is a five-year one, that there are in the senior department five hundred
students, ninety-nine teachers, so many pianos, so many books in the
library and so on. The range of studies comprises folk music, national
instruments, national drama, musicology, composition, conducting,
singing, and th,e various Western instruments. There are separate
institutions for classical opera, for Western opera, for ballet. Composi-
tion students study rudiments, harmony, counterpoint, fugue, instrumen-
tation, analysis. A part of the Conservatorium is an instrument
work-s[op, where students learn how to cope with their instruments.
to make them, if need be. In the Shanghai Conservatorium instrumental
students are expected to put in two hours weekly in the work-shop.
This shows the commonsense approach of the Chinese. If there is a
conservatorium in the West which carries out this work-shop idea, I've
yet to hear of it.

A day or so later I meet composers and teachers at the Composers
Institute.

They asked me to give an account of music in New Zealand.. I
spoke of amateur choral societies, of brass bands. of music syllabuses
in the universities, of the N.Z.B.S. Orchestra. of the chpmber music
organization, of the performances I'd been brought up on of the St.
Matthew Passion in the Christchurch Cathedral, of the fact that as a
piano student in Christchurch in my day one had a choice of teachers
who haa studied with Godowsky, Leschetizky, Petri, of the opera

10

the Boston Symphony,
s, by Oistrakh and

Mao's Yenan forum
dissertation on the arts, written in 1942. I had^bought.a copy_ in thq
hotel and guCgeq _it up at nights, dutifully at first, [aving nbihing t<i
read, and then with great interest. Its thesis is that musii mu'st start

something they

-We spoke as I had heard examples of such
works. _ Appqr this: three of four cirmposers in
sympathy with her, agree to write a cantata, or

'in a
s tried
'goes',
smile

have outlined, but should we smile? The idea of group composition
need not be so startlinq: one thinks of the Russian Five, of Vaughan
Williams and Gustav Holst showing each other their works, of what
Vaughan Williams owes to Gordon Jacob's orchestration of the
symphonies, to Brahms in the writing
of the violin ears looks over Benjamin
Britten's sho

Th e for being written by several
hands. ce. I could see the question
coming Would I give thern a frank
criticism of their work? The question was easy to answer at factory,

11



commune, and housing estate, but who was I to come along with my
European yard-stick and say 'this won't quite do'. They have a good
phrase, 'Learning to walk on two legs'; they were modest about their
music, they were making no claims, they' hoped that one day their
present work would lead to something of value. I was grateful for the
pause the interpreter's words gave and decided to criticize as far as I
was able the craft of their composition. I did not say that their music
was to me as insumcient as that of Coleridge-Taylor, that it was written
in a harmonic style as simple as that of Sinding's 'Rustle of Spring', but
that its construction was over-simplifled, and that the orchestration was
plastered on from outside, and not very well plastered on at that. We
spoke of twelve-note music, of which they would have none, as,
presumably, 'the people' would reject it. I admitted the sterility of
much of the new music written up for example in the Current Chronicle
section of the Musical Quarterly, spoke up for Dallapiccola and of what
he felt living as a composer in Italy while fascism closed in, of Luigi
Nono, and thre fact that his Polish Diory has been acclaimed in Warsaw,
of the compassion that Berg expresses-for humanity in Woz,zeck. One
said that Bartok began as a good composer and became more and more
complicated as he went on; the reverse seems true to me. Was it not
unscientific to know what is going on in nuclear physics and not to
acknowledge the changing frontiers in music'? Fortunately the Chinese
like one to put cards on the table, to come clean, and with this discussion,
which rambled on over a pleasant afternoon, I felt that I made contact.

I pointed out that in my cor.rntry I was free to pla_v new, music, that
I was looked on as a musical Bolshy, but that, if I lived in China, would
I not be a right-wing formalist? This delighted them. They wished
sincerely that our N.Z.B.S. Orchestra would visit them; the Dresden
State Oichestra played the Ninth Symphony in P-eking in 1959, with
Chinese soloists and chorus, and with members'of the Peking Symphony
Orchestra sharing desks, thus giving truth to Beethoven's 'Embrace,
ye millions'.

Shanghai
Peking is beautiful and withdrawn: it is one Chinese box after

another. It is a series of shocks, and it is proportion and measure.
Shanghai is splendid and ugly. The Conservatorium, the Symphony
Orchestra also, has the reputation of being the best in China, and the
spring festival where new works are brought forward resounds through
China. At the Conservatorium there are sevell hundred students at
what they call university level, taking the five-year course. In addition
there are close on six hundred students at a secondary music-school
level, taking the seven-year course: children's departments, courses for
workers, peasants and soldiers in the evenings. Altogether the Con-
servatorium looks after some three thousand students with a teaching
staff of more than five hundred. The students have won international
awards at Warsaw (the Chopin Festival), Geneva (the Enescu Prize),
East Berlin (the Schumann Festival, 1959), Prague (the Smetana Com-
petition), and travel widely to youth festivals in the communist countries.
All students study national music for two years; this could of course
be folk song or opera as much as the instruments themselves. Emphasis

1a

composet they would feel that they, the teachers were at fault. Great
emphasis is laid on the character of tunes; Iife and ideals must be fused
with technique.

The Shanghai
not think it up to t
a standard 'Proms'
No. 6 in rehear"al;

13



the old melcdies?' The old instruments had been put aside, the crafts-
men forgotten, some musicians had taken to Western instruments. Now
there ha1 been over the decade an immense revivalt the players feel
that their work is
various ensemble
Song of the East
orchestra, who liv
is new in that it may be tt-re only large-scale composition for an or_chestra
of such instruments. There were four movements, dawn at sea, the men

the musical image was clear.
On Schonberg and Stravinsky musicians in Shanghai were informed,

14

ubout 1928, took up any sort of work, lived in poverty, somehow scraped
money to buy himself a violin, was turned away from the Conservatorium

-how could a peasant boy be a musician-threw in his lot with the
party, and was sent by them, so impressed were they with his revolution-
ary songs, to study in Moscow. To get to Moscow, in 1936, from
Shanghai, involved a journey via Japan; in Japan one day he went
bathing in a river and either caught cramp, or was entangled by water-
weed-it is not known-and was drowned. Nieh Erh had a gift for

and there is no knowing what training in
for him. The songs are published, recordings
ember that the accompaniments, the harmonic

settings, have songs has been
taken up as a to the Chinese,
sings Nieh Er o teach himself
how to write film is wonder-
fully played by one of the finest fllm actors in China and though the film
has weaknesses it is still deeply moving.

Besides Nieh Erh they revere one other composer, Hsien Hsing-bai,
who studied with Paul Dukas in Paris in 1935. His main work is the
Yellow River Cantala which is performed frequently. The European
conductor of the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra in the late 1930's tore
the manuscript in two, before the orchestra, when it was put in front of
him. Hsien Hsing-hai died young in 1942 of T.B. It is a tragedy that
these two men, who could have done so much for China, died so early.

Canton
The Chinese can still pull something out of the hat, even on one's

last night. I went to a superb dance drarrra,'The Magic Lamp;', given
by the Peking New Experimental Dance Group. The Chinese with those
eyes of theirs can create remarkable stage pictures with the economy of
their paintings. One of these showed a steep rocky eminence a single
fir tree, an old wise man with sparse white hair drawn into a top-knot,
a handsome boy ready with sword to go into the world to fight the
dragon. Again one thought of the radiance of The Magic Flute. It is
true that the Chinese love dragonst a surge of excitement ran through
the vast audience on his appearance. We almost cheered him.

I have said little of the ballet; nothing of the company trained on
Russian lines that dances Swan Lake and The Corsair; nothing of the
sword dance drama group, or of the excellent colour films, Tirc Long
M*94 and The Opium War, a7l of which involve music and trained
musrcrans.

I have had a glimpse of the richness of China's musical life. Except
for the Peking classical opera, all that I heard is virtually the result of
the work of the last eleven years. They are pouring out music at the
moment, fully conscious of the directive that music must serve people.
They are reviving old operas, creating new forms of opera, experiment-
ing with dance groups, taking up choral singing with immense enthusiasm.
I had reservations about the quality of some of their new national songs,
but none about the vibrancy and urgency of their singing. They are
cultivating their old instruments, creating new ensembles: factories arc
turning out concert grands; theatres, concgrt halls, opera houses are
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Christchurch. New Tnaland.)

this was a monument of modern times. Even so, Chinese tradition had
informed much of the design. The building itself paid a tribute to the
past as well as basing itself firmly in the present.

In some public buildings it was more important to emphasise thp
past. The retently completed Peking Art Gallery, while still being
obviously a modern buildrng, perpetuated much more of the traditional
style.

ft was made clear that at present, and for some time to come, China
would not be building skyscrapers. Most blocks of flats, for example,
were 8 or 9 storeys. The highest in Peking was 12 storeys. Chinese
architects were not even thinking in terms of thirty storey buildings.

As a broad generalization it could be said that construction was
on the bases of reinforced concrete.

In a discussion on standardisation the Chinese delegation stressed
that its full development required a basis of factories and communica-
tions that had yet to be established. None the less a great deal was
being done with prefabrication, especially in housing, and in making
pre-cast concrete columns and beams. There was a certain amount of
site fabrication of blocks as well as factory fabrication.

The extent to which architectural developments in other countries
was affecting Chinese architects was thought to be fairly small at present.
This situation was changing daily; there could be no definite answer
because the resources of China in machinery were small.

In architecture, as in so many other things, the problem was the
shortage of trained men and women. It took from five to six years to
train an architect and even then he would be only at the beginning of
his life's work which would complete and develop his training. In
1952 there were between three and four thousand architects in training.
In 1961 that figure had increased to six thousand.

There was also the problem of training draughtsmen and other
technicians. This was no less important than training architects and
was going on in all the main cities.

The method followed to ensure economy and efficiency in building
was to separate the persons responsible for design and those responsible
for construction. The Design Office not only prepared the designs but
made detailed and tightly drawn estimates. These were then passed
to the Construction Department and critically examined. A conference
between the two groups ironed out any differences and the proposed
building would be put to the financial authorities for authorization.
It was emphasised that it was normal practice to make a bonus payment
to the workmen if there was early completion of the building.

The architect delegates emphasised their view that every country
had a traditional style which to some extent transcended modernity.
This was no less true of China than of other countries. But its degree
of truth would vary in different parts of any country. In China it would
be true to say that today building in villages was essentially traditional.
ln towns modern needs were more insistent in requiring modern treat-
ment. None the less sensible planning required attention to the past
of a town as well as to its future. In Peking, for example, ftg Imperial
City is being maintained m its old style.

New Architeeture and Tradition
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Opened in the summer of 1959,
Peking's railway station is the biggest
in the country and can handle up to
two million travellers a day. Its t7
waiting rooms include tbree specially
for mothers with young children.

Forming the west wing of Tienanmen Square, is the Hall of the National
Peoole's" Conqress. Built in l0 months, it is 336 metres wide, and has
a r6of decorated .rith yellow and green glazed tiles.

THE ]\EW PEKII\G

Nationalities Hotel, one of many
hotels
caters
Built
has 13
restaurants, which serve Chinese,
Muslim, and Western food.

The Congress is composed of some
1,200 representatives, but the Hall's
main auditorium holds more than
1,0,0OC people, and is equipped with
simultaneous translation facilities.

Part of the galleried banquet room,
where official State receptions are
held-it will seat 5,000. Congress
Hall has a range of conference,
reception, and dining rooms.

The new Historical Museum, on the east side of Tienanmen Square



A New Chinese Renaissance ?

DENIS anrl ANNA MATHEWS

Since we were accompanying an exhibition of British oil painting
which had been sent to China, our first contact with the creative world
there was with painters. (Encounters with writers and actors added
depth to our idea of the Chinese artistic scene but in no way altered it,
since any discussion on any of the arts centred always on the same
statements.)

"We are here" said the charming Director of Hangchow Art
Academy "to serve most of the people, the peasants, workers and soldiers,
all tho time."

A writer from Soochow, who would have been revolted by "Madame
Bovary", remarked "The writer must take as his subject life around him,
the man in the blast furnace, the girl in the umbrella factory. My last
novel concerned a model worker in the umbrella factory-she is a very
good worker and so has had a lot written about her".

Al1 over China, hero-sized groups of workers, peasants and soldiers,
strong and muscular, proclaim the sculptor's agreement.

As far back as 1942, Mao Tse-tung laid down once and for all
the principles of art. The function of "revolutionary aft and literature"
is to "create all kinds of characters on the basis of actual life and help
the masses push history forward". A recent Writers and Artists Con-
ference in Peking repeated the words and phrases like a kind of magic
formula which would ensure, in some mystic way, that a hundred
(socialist) flowers would bloom and bear fruit.

Chien Chun-jui, the Vice-Minister of Culture, put it this way;
"Literature and art is political and ideological work. Our duty it to assist
the communist ideological conciousness and morality of the masses,
speed up socialist construction and bring about the early qc.hievement of
c-ommunism. Thcse who would teach must first learn. Workers in the
field of art and literature can shoulder this great and glorious task only
by becoming thorough revolutionaries and one with the workers and
peasants".

The New Patron

Towards this aim, artists were reminded that their living standard

chance. to do and
his mer pends 4-7

demy, w than 30/-
his food too Poor).

On graduation, he shows his capacity to the Union, which enrols him
as a member and will find him work. If he is a painter he will get a
teaching post, or be attached to a publishing house, and will receive a
salary of from f,17 to €40 a month, materials and travelling expenses .

free. He will get commissions for which he will receive from f,15 up.
An actor, apprenticed to a theatrical company will start as low as f,4
a month, rising, if he is a star, to fl,500 a year or more. All these figures
must be judged again by their buying power: rents, fixed by councils,
accouot for as little as 3 to 5/" of the total income; there is no income
tax; prices for food and clothes are low.

Apart from this financial security, which many a Western artist
might envy, the real advantage for the Chinese artist consists in his
involvement in society. He is valued and respected, he is contributing
life-blood, pumping excitement and strength through its arteries. It is
he who conceives the anti-malaria posters, the anti-imperialist plays,
the great national hero-figures: it is he who presents the people to the
people. Because of this the artists recognise their responsibility to their
public-"the broad masses of the people".

A leading actress'doing her manual labour on a farm outside Peking
was truly stimulated by mixing with the peasants, who themselves
showed their adoration in return, as ordinary people here would when
they meet a real "star". The past class system in China had seperated
artist from people, now he has a touching and humble approach to the
folk around him and this is undoubtedly stimulating him to portray new
themes, both in painting and literature. Too often, but quite under-
standably, t[is may mean that the conception is too naturalistic, that
the raw material has not been recast into an artistic shape, and that the
natural appearances have been overlaid with histrionic attitudes. In
art discussions this would often be interpreted as Revolutionary Roman-
ticism, but whatever the phrasing it looked like sentimentality to us.
It was interesting in this respect to see the Chinese reaction to our own
realist painters. For example Josef Herman's "Seated Miner"-which
was a tired figure, though a tough one-was realism without the
romanticism. He was not standing, smiling in the awareness of a
glorious future. He was unglamourised, self-contained and about to
smokE a pipe. Peasants and workers of today's Revolutionary Roman-
ticism are perhaps as far from today's realism as tho Arcadian
shepherdesses in the idealised landscapes of the 17th century European
painting.

. Revolutionary Romanticism

In China, as everywhere else, a discussion on the arts is unintelligible
without the key to the standard phrases. For the marxist, thore is a
formula which the politically concious artist should adopt. This is to
combine Revolutionary Realism with Revolutionary Romanticism.
The function of any kind of art is to serve the masses. The aesthetic
level of the masses is low (this point is put as gently as possible), so that
serving them is a dual task: the artist must "elevate" public taste and
at the same time he must "popularize" art. In practice, this means
producing art which is undeistandable and not esoteric. The artist
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must porhay the lives of the masses and their socialist achievements,
but as he.must "push history forward", his task is also to encourage the
masses with the conviction of their own greatness.

At the beginning of an art forum, we would walk around the room
looking at the pictures- Oddly enough, the choice of what everyolte
considered to be the best would more or less coincide. But if we

why we liked a certain pictu g0
same pictures for reasons utt rs.
find that our devious means ed
agreement. Our discussion en

we were told of the innate taste an
soldiers, which seemed to us at
the expert in any field. An expe
the general view running in the ri
not the case we were back once more to that yardstick of mediocrity--
"I know nothing about painting/music/theatre but I know what I lilie"
We pressed our argument with the example of a certain kind of Chinese
New Year Poster, brash and gaudy, (there are, of course, many good ones)
which sells to the broad masses by the millions: since a e[i pai-snin
reproduction sells only in thousands, does this mean that the New Year
poster is better?

What, then, did the experts consider a good picture?
It depends on what it represents. A picture can be divjded into

two parts, the content and the technique. The technique is important,
but the content more so. Take the picture of a steel worker. 

- If it is

good, fruit must be healthy, the miner must smile.
As time wore on, an interesting anomaly became apparent. In

spite of all the theories about workers, peasants, soldiers. politics, realism.
revolutionary romanticism and so on, the most venerated fieures in all
the arts are those whose work is based upon tradition. Chi Pai-shih
made his reputation painting beautiful flowers. birds and animals. Ivlei
Lan-fang, China's most famous actor, won fame playing female roles in
Classical Peking Opera. Mao Tse-tung himself wrote his revolutionary
poems in classical chinese-perhaps as intelligible to the average Chinese
as Chaucer is to us. Every night of the week you can see Chinese theatre
companies playing dramas a thousand years old. Every Exhibition Hall
contains at least 50% traditional style water colours beside the modern
oil-paintinig (a medium only 40 years old in China).
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Tradition

New China is immensely and iustly proud of its artistic heritage, and
while it would be a simple matter to theorize about preserving past glories,
a tenet of oriental art comp-[icates the issue.

In the East, it has never been considered admirable to be difterent.
Within the framework of Chinese water-colour painting there are many
varied styles, yet you would compliment a mature painter by referring to
his Master-something the western artist of today would find singularly
irritating. So thcre is no rift, nor even a substantial difference between
rivers and mountains painted in the Ming dynasty and rivers and moutt-
tains painted today. Since China's most venerated painters happen to
be nature-painters, the regime must embrace them. "A picture of a
peony", a friend tells us, "is a socialist picturc. It reflects nature and
socialist life, which is more colourful than any other."

"What", we enquire, "is the difference bctween a peony painted by
a socialist and a peonl' painted by a reactionar-y?"

"The socialist painter paints with a freer spirit. A reactionary
society never produces good artists."

For the sake of peace and understanding we let this pass.

Along with other lheories, one that is bound to come up is "the
wisdom of the masses". Everything produced by peasants and workers
is automatically robust, free and excellent. Popular judgement is right
judgement. The most admired picture is the good picture-though not
of necessity the best, which may need the experts' guidance to make the
broad masses aware of its qualities. Books with the largest circulations,
the songs most often heard, the Wusih clay sculptures with the highest
sales . . . these have become tho standards of taste. We were disap-
pointed to find these ubiquitous suburban standards. While the factory
at Wusih were justifying the development of their craft on the strangely

Even more than the professional artist, it is the ordinary man who
beneflts from government policy. Anyone, unless he happens to belong
to a very temote atea, can take classes in painting, acltng, handicrafts-
whatevei he likes. Sometimes he goes to the local Workers' Cultural
Club (or Palace), often his factory organises classes for him. Theatres,
films, concerts cost him about 9d. and the entrance to an exhibition is
the mere token of a couple of petrce. The classes and the auditoria are
crowded. More than that: editors welcome contributions from amatetrrs

-poems, 
short stories, even reviews, will be P]1d for and published'

'srinday painters' have their pictures hung. Budding actors. musicians
and dinbers find an audience in the Cultural Palaces. There is a
complete absence of mute inglorious Miltons (something of a relief after
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\ffhat is Acupuncture ?
DANA STOVICKOVA

The word 'acupuncture' comes from the Latin words acus-needlc
and, pungere-pierce. Ii signifies the old method of Chinese needle treat-
ment. The Chinese term chen-chia is broader because it embodies two
rneanings. Chen means needle arrd chiu means moxibustion, i.e., the
burning of moxa (artemisia vulgaris). Chen-chiu signifies a special type
of therapy by acupuncture or moxibustion. In both cases it means to

Origin and History of Acupuncture and Moxibustion
date of origin of acupuncture and
origin from the neolithic period.
ynasty (207 B.C.-220 A.D.). The
ng dynasty (618-907) and the Sung

dynasty (960-1273). The first bronze figure with marked spots was casr
in the Sung dynasty; the first illustrated document on aCupuncture is
from the same period. During the last dynasty, the Ch'ing dynasty
(1644-1911), acupuncture and moxibustion lost their continuity and
were almost forgotten. The rational basis of this method was buried
under a layer of superstitious instructions such as special rules for men
and women, special applications during the day and at night, etc.
Therefore, with the introduction of western medicine in China, it was
condemned as a completely false and superstitious therapy.

Credit must be given to Dr. Ch'eng Tan-an and Dr. Tseng T'ien-chih
for their new attitude towards acupuncture and moxibustion after the
foundation of the Republic in 1912. Further development took place
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The route oJ the large intestine (from the Sung period)

departments.
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today t4ere are two societies for acupuncture and a special burletin is
devoted to it. Treatment is given in-some hospitals aird clinics.

In recent times acupuncture attracted the attention of Soviet doctors.
In 1956 the U.S.S.R. sent several doctors to China to study and in 1959
they published in Moscow the translation of the haidbook New
Acupuncture by Dr. Chu Lien.

Nerve Routes and Sensitive Spots

and back, the so-called tu-mai, and the route through the chest, the
s-o-called jen-mai. In addition there are special effeciive spots, not on
these routes.

are two antagonistic
those in philosophy.

iI.'f:tf;::: i:"s,t
China the person , ,nbalance. sturbed, ses
the other, s ill. A of
the yang t The ne i lar
way. The spots on the outer sides of the limbs are related to yang: the
spots on the inner sides of the limbs are related to yin.

The routes are related to organs. Yane-type organs are those that
derive energy from the outer world, for example, the stomach, small
intestine, large intestine, gall bladder, and others.

- -Yin-type organs are responsible for conveying energy. They are
the heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, spleen and the pericardium.

The routes of the large intestine, small intestine, stomach and other
routes are related to the yang element: the routes of the lungs, heart,
liver, etc., are related to the .yin element.

According to the opinions of old Chinese doctors, ch'i, which we
could translate as the life forcc, flows through these routes. Ch'i zs
what differentiates a live person from a dead one. If the circulation of

r siang-yatg
z cr<hictt
j sat-chict
4 ho-ftu

5 yang-hsi
6 p'ic*li
7 ucn-liu
8 hsia-liet
9 shang-liet

ro shou-san-li
rr ch'ii-ch'ih
r2 chou-liao
r j aru-li
r4 ?er-rrao
r 5 chicn-yung
t6 chii-ftu
rZ t'ien-tiag
t8 fu-t'u
rg ho-liao
20 ying-hsiang

The route of the large inleslute

ch'i is broken at any point, illness ensuesl the si
either too much ch'i or too little. The objective
(the release of excess ch'i), or pu-hsil (augmentin

Today Chinese doctors are of the opinion that illnesses marked b-y

violent reactions of the patients are illnesses of the yang type and call
for toning down; illnesses of the yin type call for stimulation.

In acute cases, where it is presumed that the nervous system is
stimulated, it is necessary to lessen the stimulation, and on thp contrary,
in chronic cases of weak6ned nerve functioning, it is necessary to produce
stimulation. The first case is one of strong stimulation----chung tz'u-chi
which replaced the old hsie-shih method. The second case of mild
stimulatirin, ch'ing tz'u-clri, is practically the old puJtsii method.

As cl these PrinciPles
are not ab or less individu-
ally until of the scientific
assumptio

The strength of stimulation depends on the thickness of the needle'
the angle and 

-speed of rotation. For strong stimul_ation slrong reedles
u." usld at an ingle of 180"-360". The needle is inserted quickly and
turned rapidly.

Strong stimulation is used mostly for strong people. men' young
people or against acute illnesses.
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For thin needles are used, the rotation angle is
90", the into the muscle and turned slowly. They are
used for women, older people and those with cfrionic
diseases re for the firsf time.

More About the Sensitive Spots

- Ij we clmpare the-_nu_mber of spots given in the Han dynasty (160)
and the number today (365) we see that it has doubled. The number oi

names of the sensitive spots were taken from astronomy, geography,
zoologv, botany, architecture, anatomy, physiologir, etc.-

The sensitive spots are divided into three groups.
l. A-shih-hsueh. These spots have no names and are not lixed.

They are determined individually. They are called the inconsistent
lpots.- At_ first .i e Ctrinese thought they were the troubled places, but
later found out that the soots could be far from the trouhlerfareas lflpots.- At first the Chinese thought they were the troubled places, but
later found out that the spots could be far from the troubled areas. If
we Dress them firmlv with our fineer- the nain in the frorrhled orsnnwe press th_em firmly with our finger, the pain in the troubled organwe press them firmly with our finger, the pain in the tro
recedes. These spots are not included in the classical 365i_eces. rnese spors are not rncluoed tn tne classlcal J0) spots.

2. Ching-wai ch'i hsueh. This name indicates that they lie off the
fixed routes and they are not included in the 365 spots. Their position
is definitely fixed. Because they are very effective they are called clli
hsue h-miraculous spots.

3. The 365 classical spots. They Iie along the 14 routes. It is
ts do not have absolute healing
organism of every person. The
rs of individual spots is the result

Because this experience is oft-en
rncomplete, rt sometlmes happens that the same sensitive spots do not
always have the same effect for the same illness. There are no sDotsThere are no spotsalways have the same effect for the sa
that have special never-failing results. During therapy several spots arc
usually used at the same time--one main one and the others which are
called secondary. These combinations resemble the preparation of
medicines in pharmaceutics.

In old China they once formulated these rules for the combination
of sensitive spots: if the illness is in the upper half of the body, insert
the needle in the lower half of the body, if it is an illness of the right
side, insert on the left side; if the illness is in the middle, insert the
needle in the upper and lower parts of the body.

Today the following rules, essentially, prevail: combine spots near
the source of illness with spots far away, which includes a valuable
indirect reaction in addition to the direct reaction. For example, for
headaches, combine the t'ai-tang spot in the head with the ho-ku spot
in tbe hand. For normal illness combine one main spot and several
secondary ones, Of course, sometimes. one spot is sufficient, but a
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suitable combination of spots creates .tn eveu sl.ronger ellect. Beginners
often think that the more secondary spots they use the stronger the effect
will be. That is a gross mistake, because the excessive use of spots
can lead to the collision of reflexes and thus to tho lcssening of the elfect.
Moreover, the patient will be considerably worn out.

In the case of a more complicated illness, for erample, au extensjve
inflammation of the joints when the patient's whole body is in pain,
even20 needles would not bo enough. In such a casc the doctor chooser;
one or two of the most affected joints and then gradually gets to the
others. Excessive needle piercing woulcl bring tlre patient t() an even
worse condition; a weaker person might even sufler shock.

During chronic illnesses, when the treatnlent has to be given daily
or every other day for a period of two or three months (even when the
thinnest needles are used), it is understarrdable that the nervc or muscle
tissue, which isn't capable of renovating itself so fast, becomes somewhat
damaged. Therefore it is necessary ro change the seusitive spots during
the treatment. For every illness of this tvpe there are a number of set
main spots, which are connected with several secondary spots. They
are used successively so that the insertion is repeated in the same spot
once a week or once a fortnight, according to the time schedule of the
insertions.

Determining and Measuring the Sensitive Spots

In old China they were of the opinion that sensitive spots are the
size of a hole into which a bean or a finger would lit. Because the
needles were inserted through the patient's clolhes, t.he given spots were
often different in old classical acupuncture textbooks. Today, even
though the sensitive spots are anatomically and safely fixed, the locations

are not absolute. While inserting the
needle the doctor must feel the estimated
place of insertion and press it with his
fingers. If the patient feels a dull pain
the doctor is on the right path. This
feeling occurs in all sensitive spots except
in those in the area of the stomach.
People with a paralysed nervous system
also do not react.

How is distance determined on the bodv? Although every spot
is determined anatomically, modern acupuncture te.xt books give the bld
Chinese measurements ch'ih, ts'un and fen. These measuiements are
not stable; every person has his own nteasurements. This means that
a big person has a larger ts'rrr than a sntall persou. (l cliih--10 ts'utt,
1 ts'un: l0 fen.)

This method of measuring is called ku-tu-fu or t'ung shen-ts'un.
There is one scale for limbs, anothel for the head and others for the
chest. For the limbs one ts'utt is the distance between the lines of the
first and second joints of the middle finger when it is bent.

On the head the distance between the front and back hair line is
1 ch'ih and2 ts'urt, tlrat is 12 /.r'rrn. Wherc the huir lines are not apparcnt
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we compute the distance between the middle of the root of the nose to
the first vertebra of the spine as 18 tlun.

Crosswise I ts'un is the distance from one corner of the eye to the
other.

About the Needles

A long time ago
smooth flint needles were
used, later these were re-
placed by metal ones, later
on bv silver, gold and
finally steel and stainless
steel.

Nowadays three types
of needles are in practice:
hao-chen, san ling-chen.
ard p'i-fu-chen. The tri-
angular needle san ling-
chen is used in some cases
to release blood.

'i-fu-
alled
; it Nn or Pncut
6 or lor rcleasitg

afea
of one square cm. It is
mainly used on children for light tapping in ths area of the sensitive spots.

Otherwise hao-clten needles are nsed for insertion. They consist
of three parts: a handle with fine wire w,ound thickly round it so that
it can be turned more easily, a neck, and the rreedle itself with its point.
The needles are of different lengths and thicknesses. according to the
desired insertion, depth and intensity of stimulation.

While inserting the needle it may have a 90 degree angle at-the
place of insertion (right insertion--used for most sensitive spots), 12-15
degree (reclining insertion-used for some sensitive spots on the head
and chest, seldom used, the needle only penetrates the skin but doesn't
reach the muscle), 45 degree (bevel angle insertion, used for all sensitivc
spots lower than the seventh chest vertebra).

The Process of Insertion

The patient must be
position could lead to the
break the needle. Next it
skin. The doctor finds the
area in which he can insert
to the skin and inserts it about I mm. The needle goes deeper by
turning and at the same time by beinq moved toward the proper depth.
When-the needle reaches the proper depth for a particular sensitive spot
it usually begins to tingle.
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There are several methods of insertion: the simple, rotated, piston,

combined, prolonged, interrupted, vrbrate.d, and. disPersed .insertions.
The mosr common rnsertion ii the rotated insertion (hsuan-ian-shu) inih;;;rt'"-oa1*oi insertion ii the rotated insertion .(hsuan-ian-shu) .in
ili"il;;;tffi needle is turned with the thumb and index_ finger of thewhich case the needle is turned with the thunb and lndex nnger ot tne

iieiit^ilir-a, aoo pie's.a 99*_n.*t tn"..*u*t^:1i., -.*,:,:n"^* "*":T1"",;'.t
i"ffi f 

;;;.;+ia,{;h:,i+-"ll_,1il"i5f *:'jll*"1i,1'^.:*ri::?il:edle reaches the Proper oepm
ively. The Prolonged insertron

depth
rotation depend on the lntenslty oI _tne 

qestrcu sLrururarrur

iil;ii"" (ih'ueh-cho-shu): afier the needle reaches the

it is pulled up and pushed down successrvely' lne,prolong"o,]"9-
t"nirien-siA: afier-insertion to the profer depth the neg-dle is leftkhih-chen-shu):
in ior uUout 5 to 10 minutes. There are-ca3es wh6n the needle remains

in the body even uP to two hours.
Durin! acupuncture it is alwavs necessary,t?..t^p"":l

difficulties,-i.c., fho needle breaking or the possiblhty ot-sh

;ith fipil *t o t "r" 
a weak nelvous system and who

too strong a stimulation'

The Forbidden Insertions

Holdiog rlc accdh

Old Chinese medicine had a
whole group of sensitive spots where
the inlertion of needles or the use

of moxibustion were forbidden.
Modern textbooks have different
ooinions as to the effect of these
riots. Generally the following rule
ii valid: a needle can be inserted
wherever there are no arteries, veins
and important organs. With Preg-
nant women care must be taken not
to insert a needle into very effective
sensitive spots, which could lead to
mrsca{Trage.

How Long Does Treatment Take?

For illnesses beginning with
acute pain, such as headaches,
toothaches, etc., 1 to 5 insertions
are sufhcient. For chronic ailments

treatment lasts twelve days. During
that time there may be daily
insertions for the first six days, and
insertions every other day during
the next six days. After this
treatment the patient must be left
alone for one week, after which
the next cycle can be started,
usually every other day. In acute
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What can Acupuncture Cure?

- Even though chinese doctors today are aware of the great results
of acupuncture they ]ook at it soberly and definitely do nit regard it
as a miracle medicine that can cure all illnesses.

For some illnesses acupuncture is appropriale, for others it is not
and dces not help at alll in other cases it just lessens some of the
symptoms.

Li Ch'ien-hsia in his book Pructical Tlrcrapy v'ith Acupuncture
selected 96 illnesses for which the eflects are most'evident. As a matter

Very briefly, we can say that it is more appropriate to use moxibus'
tit-rn for ihronic,illnesses, where needles arc nof effective or for inteusify-
ing the effects of acupuncture.

Moxa, or qrtemisia vulgaris, is ai in Chinese. Most likely the word
'moxa' comes from the Japanese mogusa (burnt plant).

Only the moxa leaves are used. After being picked they are kept
in a dry place for three years. After they are dried, they are ground
and sifted so that we get a Iine powder known as ai-jung. There are
four types of moxibustion: direct, indirect, post-acupuncture and com-
bined. In China, in the past, and in Korea and Japan today, direct
rnoxibustion is used. The moxa stick-that is the moxa powder wrapped
in fine paper in the form of a cigarette, is put on the skin and ljt. Often
the skin was burnt, blisters or even an jnflammation with pus appeared.
For example, in Korea today you can still see people with ugly scars
rvhich are the result of the method of therapy. To the extent that
Chinese docrors use moxibustion (mainly for chronic illnesses and for
old people where acupuncture isn't effective, or to increase the effect of
acupuncture), they use the indirect mcthod. They place an insulator
between the moxa stick and the skin; a piece of garlic or ginger is best
of all. This method doesn't leavc any traces and the patient feels only
a pleasant warmth.

The unit used for moxibustion is chuang. There are different
interpretations of the word. Some interpret it as a unit which is to
strengthen the human body; others say it is a unit which is necessary
for a strong grown-up person. For old people, children and those who
are not too jll it can be smaller. Practically it is the amount of moxa
powder that will fit into a bean.

So much for the tfuerapeutic n.rethod called acupuncture. There
are still many unclear questions, but it is to be hoped that combined
with western medicine it will be placed on a new scientific basis and
in that way contribute to the enrichment of medicine generally.

(With acknowledgements to Dana Stovickova,
a Czechoslovakian medical scientist, and to
Eastern Horizon, in which the article first
appeared.)

Comment by a British Doctor in China

As Dana Stovickova states in her article, acupuncture is an empirical
field of medicine which has not vet been rigorously tested and evaluated
by modern scientific methods.

Yet there is no doubt that when properly used on the right kind of
patient, it can be strikingly effective. During my seven y_ears of m_edical
work in China, I have seen not a ft w examples of the clinical value of
acupuncture----often in precisely that type of case where modern Western
medicine is least successful.

ot lnterest, here are a tew of them: various types of paralysis and
neuralgla, eprleDsy, megrim. toothache. inflantecl tonsils asthma enlarse-enlnrge-

mumps, inflammation of the tear duct, conjunctivitis, glaucoma, deafness,
humming of the ears, rashes. ercessive perspiration, etc.

About Moxibustion
With this we have roughly gone through the first part of chen-chiu,

or chen-shu, that is acupuncture in the narrow sense of the word. We
still.have to speak in brief about the second part, chiu-shu, that is
moxibustion

In both cases we use thc sanre sensitive spots. While in China
acupuncture now predominates, moxibustion is widely used in Korea
and Japan. In Europe only acupuncture is known.

of interest, here are a few of them: various types of

Moxa stich for moxibutiort Maxa stick in rce
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established.

The aim is to select what is best in both traditional and modern
medicine and to fuse these valuable aspects of both disciplines together
in such a way as to produce a new type of medicine superior to -either
of its predecessors.

This involves a rigorous testing and appraisal of traditional
medicine by modern scientific methods, not onlyln order to be able to
scparate the wheat from the chafi, but also in order to be able further
to develop that which is of value, either actuall.v or potentially.

It would be a mistake to underestimate the difficulties in this under-
taking or to expect quick results.

The very age of Chinese he abundancc
of its written records, adds to from modern
m-edicine not only in its techni also in many
of its basic concepts.

The vel the mysteries and learn the
art of hi approach his task with both
scientific

He will find the necessary humility easier to acquire if he bears in
mind the great service which traditional doctors rendered the chinese

Some of theso remedies, shipped out of Chinese ports by adventure-
some- sailors, or carried on tha 

-backs of mules oi cameis along the
seemingly endless Silk Road, reached Western countries and 

'were
incorporated into western pharmacopoeias as new and precious oriental
cures.

scrence.

Just as modern science has established the pharmacorogical action
of the ancient chinese.drug Ephedrine, so it muit now patie-ntry under-
take the far more difficult task of unravelling the bompleiities of
acupuncture.

J. S. HonN, r.n.c.s., Eng.
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Script Reform in China
A. C. BARNES

Lecturer in Chinese, University of Durhant

Much has been heard of recent years about the reform of the
Chinese script. The Chinese expression for "script reform"-wentzu
kaiko-is oflen wrongly rendered into English as "reform of the written
language", which may give rise to certain miscttnceptions about what js
involved, so it must be made clear at the outset that it is not linguistic
reforms aken

Th this, a
Irrrther of th ch
can be the o 00
B.C.

Complexities.

form.----i'or 
ordinary reading purposes a knowledge o-f perhaps four.thousand

characters is n6eded, ptirs a large number of written variants and

abbreviations for readirig handwritten material. In size the characters
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New Standards
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or Wu using the nornral Chinesc script with ccrtirit'r additions but this
is very rarely donc. A Cantonese can read a Peking or Shanghai news-
paper aloud to another Cantonese, giving each character its Cantonese
"reading" (whether the word exists in Cantonese or not) and on the

- whole it will bc understood. So the traditional script is a valuable
medium of written communication in China and to abolish it and replace
it with an alphabetic representation of "Standard Chinese" wrould make
the Shanghai ancl Peking newspapers qLrite unintclligible to thc Cantonese
reader. The sanre goes, of course, for all books, letters, telegrams,
official notices and so on. Through the script China has a linguistic
unity on paper which would be quite destroyecl by the abolition of the
traditional script. For this reason alonc it lvill have to be retained at
least until such time as spokcn "Startdard Chinesc" is generally under-
stood throughout China, which will not be for a long time despite the
great progress already being made in that direction in schools and evening
classes and by radio.

Translation Problems

Another reason is that the replacement of the traditional script by
an alphabet would necessitate the transcription of a vast body of existing
books and the translation into modern Chinese of the literature of ihe
past three thousand years up to the First World War. Although written
in ancient Chinese these latter books are not too difficult of access in ther
original form via thc traditional script. which is common to both ancient
and modern Chinese, but would become largely incomprehensible if
merely transcribed syllable by syllable into a phonetic script. The
objection that a vast amount of transcriptlcln would be involved has been
advanced as an argument against English spelling reform and it applies
with far greater force to China, r.l'here a certain amount of translation
or annotation would be involvcd in addition. Eventually. without a
doubt, Chinese will havc an alphabet, but lor the timc being all that can
be done is to simplify the existing script us far us possible by further
reductions in the number and complexity of the existing characters.

The New Alphabet

Mention should be madc here of the new draft alphabet for Chinese,
whose promulgation recently has given rise to some misunderstanding
abroad. Its purpose is not to rcplrrce the existing script but to be used
in conjunction with it to indicate the pronunciation of the characters as
an aid to tcaching them both to childrcn aod adults, and to this end at
least one newspaper and also a number of books are being printed with
interlinear transcription into the new alphubet. Othff applications are
for helping non-Mandarin speakers and foreigncrs to lqarn Standard
Chinese and for c'lassifying and indexing information alphabetically:

much like the present draft alphabet.



Europe) the only practicable present means of written communication
between a number of language groups.

modern. And even w
still be taught at lea

t here, for China prize
allow it to be lost by

a Tao-hsing, who contributed
oI Quasi-Linear Equations of
crody namics, and N o n-N or mal
esented over a dozen papers

based on their recent researches.

China.

Cybernetics dYnamics- were
discusied by eig PosIUM in Peking.
Topics covered dYnamic .systems,
acceleration of aircraft in flight,
time-lag systems and free-spinning tops.

The ninth convention of the CntNusn P,rtleoNrotoGICAL SocIerv,
by two hundred scientists and
ces were reported in the studY
brates and plants, the relations
and the evolution of graPto-

The CHtNsss Founonv SoctErv recently held its first meeting. in
Shanghai, discussing principally: high tem,perature cupolas, alloy
casting, and techniques of casting and moulding materials.

RecsNt sctENTIFIC PUBLICATIoNs includc a Chinese tnatcriq tnedica
in four volumes. and annotated editions of irany classical urcrks. the
earlist of which are over 2,000 years old, on aqriculture, horticulture,
veterinary science. and tree cultivation and grafting.
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Seienee Notes

Chinese scientists seem "fantastically well acquainted" with
Western scientiflc literature, in the view oi Sir Lindoi Brown, vice-
president of the Royal Society and leader of the Society's five-man
delegation which recently returned last year's visit to Britain by members
of the Academia Sinicq, (Chinese Academy of Sciences). All the
delegates were "greatly impressed" by the efforts China is making to
overcome difficulties in scientific research. Sir Lindor said he did not
wish to give the impression that "anything world-shattering" was being
dcne at the moment, but "there was a lot of good work that anyone in
Europe would be glad to have in his laboratory."

In these notes our aim will be to report regularly, in brief, interesting
current developments in Chinese science.

Pnorrsson W[osn PrNrrsr.o, a Canadian neuro-surgical specialist,
has reported that the standard of medical work is extremely good.
He particularly remarked on the heart surgery now being performed
(with Chinese-made instruments) "as well as could have been done
anywhere in the world". A workshop attached to the Shanghai Chest
Hospital is making more than 1,000 plastic blood vessels (vascular
prostheses) a year, of different types and sizes, for use throughout China.

On the 57th Anniversary of the Furew UNlvrnslry in Shanghai,
almost 200 papers were read at a symposium held in eelebration. The
President, Chen Wang-tao, contributed a study of the Chinese language
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